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KOLONIERNA
News from the periphery.

The camp in Jamtmyrå-/Vilseforest is happening soon, 16 Februari - 1 Mars is it, but
come whenever you want! New testminings are planned in Sápmi, the resistance is
charging up and we are starting a podcast project that you can join!

REBELLRADIO
Now we are starting an insurrectionary/
anarchistic/anti-parliamentary-politics pod and
we want to invite you to join the project!
We hate this fucking capitalistic society and we
want to change it fundamentally. The idea is to let
different people that are struggling or are making
cool projects be heard in different episodes. How
you make an episode is up to the individuals
making it. We’d like it to be more like friendly
conversations than a debate. It would be really great
if you wanted to join!
There are several way to make an episode, if you
want to make one yourself that’s great, if you want
to be interviewed that’s also good! :)
The pod can be in other languages than Swedish if
the participants feel more comfortable so. We want
the episodes to not be dominated by white/norm/
hetero/cis/middle class men (because they have all
the space everywhere else). The people talking can
talk about their struggle, it’s a bit strange if cispeps are talking trans-struggle for example. We
want the people that are otherwise invisible to be
heard. You don’t have to identify with a certain ism
to join, but you cannot advocate party politics or
economic growth as solutions.
It’s also supposed to be an anti hierarchical pod.
The conflicts present in society is the norm here,
you don’t have to explain there is sexism,
funkophobia, racism, environmental destruction
etc. rather take the discussion further and show the
diverse resistance against the existing norms and
systems. This pod is by and for us that break with
the present norms!
The target group is people interested in struggle
outside the parliament.
Also tell us if you know some nice people that can
be heard! We hope to inspire a lot of cool resistance
through this pod. Don’t be afraid to ask things or
join the project to also make the decisions. We help
you with the technology and everything!

BOLIDEN CAN TESTMINE
Rocksjöliden is in Örnsköldsviks municipality. The
decision was made by Mark- och miljödomstolen (the
first instance). The area is in Vilhelmina south
sameby’s most important winter grace area for the
reindeer and the decision means that the colonizer’s
courts did not listen to the saami.

LAEVAS SAAMI VILLAGE
APPEAL MINING PLANS
– We have changed our minds about this Viscaria
mining plan. We have to guard the lands we still got
left, says the saami village’s Niila Inga.
The corp Avalon Minerals has plans for two areas
north of Kiruna and if they start one, they could start
both.

FOREST CAMP
You are invited to a forest camp in the last two weeks
of February! We will do inventory in different parts of
the threatened Vilseskogen, go skiing, discuss
different methods of resisting the logging companies,
record our own radio, build snow huts, see films and
make actions.
For more info: kamp@kolonierna.se

PGP-Key
It can be a good thing to be secure when government
is spying and evil corporations are planning
disasters. To send and recieve encrypted information
use PGP!
We have a PGP-key you can use to send us
information encrypted if you want and need to. Check
out kolonierna.se under tipsa/contact to find it and
learn how to use it.

SHORT NEWS

- The green party don’t give a fuck about Ojnare
anymore, as long as they can rule.

- Plundering or development, conference in Ume
21-22 Feb. www.jordensvanner.se

- LKAB’s mining plans are criticized and they also

run the “risk” of not making profits this year.
kolonierna.se/rebellradio
To join our action-email list or ask anything: kamp@kolonierna.se

